Abstract-In this paper, two-user Gaussian interference channel (GIC) is revisited with the objective of developing implementable (explicit) channel codes. Specifically, low density parity check (LDPC) codes are adopted for use over these channels, and their benefits are studied. Different scenarios on the level of interference are considered. In particular, for strong interference channel examples with binary phase shift keying (BPSK), it is demonstrated that rates better than those offered by single user codes with time sharing are achievable. Promising results are also observed with quadrature-shift-keying (QPSK). Under general interference a Han-Kobayashi coding based scheme is employed splitting the information into public and private parts, and utilizing appropriate iterative decoders at the receivers. Using QPSK modulation at the two transmitters, it is shown that rate points higher than those achievable by time sharing are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a large body of work on Gaussian interference channels (GIC) from an information theoretic viewpoint. Capacity characterizations of GIC have been pursued for more than three decades; however, capacity region is still unknown in general. For some special cases, for instance, under strong interference, interference channel capacity region is characterized [1] . The best known achievable rate region for two-user GIC is due to Han and Kobayashi [2] where information of each user is split into two parts, i.e. private and public messages. Private messages are decodable at the intended receiver while public messages can be decoded at both receivers. This intellectual partitioning gives the flexibility to achieve different rate points by allocating the public and private message powers depending on the level of interference. For instance, when the interference power is higher, more power should be allocated to the public messages. Some other recent results on rate regions and outer-bounds for GIC have been reported in [3] , [4] .
For different multi-user channels, such as multiple access, relay and broadcast channels, in addition to the information theoretic advancements, specific channel coding techniques (explicit and implementable) have been studied. Thanks to their excellent performance, capacity-approaching This research is primarily funded by the National Science Foundation under the contract nsf-cif 1117174. T. M. Duman's work is also supported by the European FP7 NEWCOM# Program.
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LDPC codes have been designed for two users multiple access channels using Gaussian approximations and EXIT chart studies [5] , [6] . Codes approaching information theoretical limits have been reported for Gaussian broadcast channels and for slow fading scenarios based on dirty paper coding [7] . Relay channels have also been investigated and optimized codes have been obtained with the aid of EXIT chart analysis [8] . Also for the relay channels, bi-layer LDPC codes performing well at two different SNRs are developed [9] . Although there are explicit channel coding results for different multi-user channels, in the existing literature, there are no results on practical (explicit) coding schemes for the interference channels which is the main motivation of this paper.
In this paper, two-user Gaussian interference channels with fixed channel gains are considered. Since continuous and Gaussian distributed signaling is not feasible, constrained constellations, such as phase-shift-keying (PSK) are utilized. The main idea is to implement in a practical manner the so-called "Han-Kobayashi" encoding procedure using LDPC codes. While the coding approach is described for the general case, two different scenarios on the level of interference are considered to provide specific examples: strong interference and general interference. Under strong interference, messages of both users should be public since both messages can be decoded at both receivers. Thus, two-user GIC under strong interference can be treated as two multiple-accesschannel (MAC)s. Consequently, optimized codes designed for MAC [5] can be utilized when interference power is strong. However, new codes should be designed when the interference is not strong enough, e.g. under general interference. In this case, portion of the power should be allocated to the private messages because all of the interference can not be decoded and cancelled out.
In order to illustrate the advantages of proposed explicit channel coding techniques, two LDPC codes designed for (point to point) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels with different rates are employed [10] , [11] . Three different examples are studied in detail. In the first scenario simulation results suggest that by using simple BPSK constellations, one can do better than single user codes used with time sharing. In the second scenario, QPSK is utilized and it is shown that higher rates compared to single user codes (with Gaussian alphabets) with time sharing can be achieved. In the third (general interference) scenario it is observed that by using an appropriate power allocation to public and private messages at the transmitter side, QPSK signaling is capable of achieving higher rates than single user codes with time sharing. These results clearly demonstrate the potential of LDPC codes for use over interference channels. Also noting that these encouraging results are attained with off-the shelf codes adopted in a Han-Kobayashi encoding scheme, even without optimizing the LDPC codes for the interference channels. This motivates us to further investigate design of channel codes which can operate closer to the known achievable rate region boundaries of the interference channel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, Gaussian interference channel model is described. In Section III, coding and decoding schemes adopted from HanKobayashi type coding are explained in detail. In Section IV, several numerical examples are given which illustrate the potential of the proposed LDPC coding solutions. Finally, in Section V, conclusions are provided.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Two-user GIC system model is shown in Fig. 1 . Channel outputs can be written as
where h ij is the channel gain from user i to receiver j and Z 1 and Z 2 are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) noise processes (CN (0, N 0 )). X 1 and X 2 are transmitted signals with power constraints of P 1 and P 2 , respectively. That is,
. Signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)s and interference-to-noise-ratio (INR)s at receiver i are defined as
In the symmetric interference channel we have
where strong interference correspond to IN R > SN R. 
III. CODING AND DECODING SCHEMES

A. Encoding
Considering Han-Kobayashi coding scheme, message of each user is divided into two parts, namely, private (U ) and public messages (W ). Public messages can be decoded at both receivers while the private messages are only decodable at the intended receivers. Although in the general scheme information data is split into public and private messages, there are special cases where there is no need to allocate power to private messages. For instance, under strong interference, messages of both users can be decoded at the receivers. This gives the intuition that both users use all the power for public messages which makes the channel look like as two MACs. Fig. 2 shows block diagram of the transmitter incorporating Han-Kobayashi coding scheme. As shown in the figure, message of each transmitter is split into public and private parts, and each are encoded using LDPC codes. The encoded sequences are then modulated using PSK, and superimposed to form the overall signal to be transmitted. In this paper we superimpose the two signals with standard addition; however, it is also possible to consider other possibilities. For instance, binary addition of the two LDPC coded words can be used superimposing the two signals for the public and private messages in the "code" domain. As another example, it is also possible to consider higher order signal constellations, and perform mappings of the public and private coded bits to the constellation points jointly. We note that the focus is on practical signal constellations such as PSK signals since using Gaussian signaling (as usually done in information theoretic studies) results in schemes very difficult to decode in an implementable manner. 
B. Decoding
At the receiver side, public messages and the private message of the desired user can be decoded jointly or successively (illustrated in Fig. 3 ) employing conventional message passing algorithm called Belief-propagation (BP) algorithm [12] . In joint decoding, decoding of the messages are performed simultaneously using a joint decoding graph where soft messages are exchanged utilizing parallel or serial message passing scheduling (similar to [5] for MAC). In parallel scheduling, decoding can be done for all sub-graphs corresponding to different messages whereas in serial scheduling decoding is performed only for one of the sub-graphs at each iteration. At the end of each iteration, soft information is exchanged through the intermediate nodes called state nodes improving decoding by running multiple iterations. In successive interference cancellation (SIC), unlike joint decoding, decoding is done sequentially using single user decoders. Decoding process initiates with the strongest message which can be a public or a private message depending on the level of the interference and power allocations at the transmitter sides. Decoded messages are then subtracted out from the original signal and fed to the next single user decoder until all messages are decoded. It is also possible to iterate between these decoders by passing hard decision information obtained from previous decoded messages to improve the decoding performance. This approach can be thought as a specific instance of joint decoding; however, we differentiate them by the use of hard or soft information being passed between among different modules. Since soft information is being passed, the joint decoding in general has a better performance while SIC is simpler to implement. Here we adopt the SIC approach due to its simplicity.
Considering BP, log-likelihood-ratio (LLR)s of the ith coded bit of user j, denoted as c j i , at receiver one fed to the single user decoder is computed as follows:
where x j i and X j are the ith coded bit and user j's codeword, respectively. S In SIC, there is no knowledge of the messages that have not been decoded yet. As a result, P (X j ) is constant throughout decoding of each message. However, in joint decoding P (X j ) is updated through the decoding with the knowledge of other user's LLRs passed to the state nodes.
C. Achievable Rate Regions
Capacity region is not known for interference channels in general and only achievable rate regions and outer bounds are available. For the special case of a strong interference channel, all the information is transmitted through public messages, and both users are able to decode each others' messages. The strong interference channel can be viewed as two MAC channels and the capacity region is characterized for both Gaussian and finite constellations [1] , [13] . Fig. 4 and 5 display capacity regions computed for BPSK and QPSK alphabets using Monte Carlo type calculations which match with the formulations given in [13] . As previously mentioned, an achievable rate region over a general interference channels is developed in [2] named the Han-Kobayashi rate region; however, computation of the entire region is difficult since one should perform optimization over probability-mass-function (PMF)s of many random variables with large cardinalities. Authors in [14] have proposed a simplified version of the rate region which still requires many computations. In this paper, the focus is on Gaussian interference channels, and instead of computing the entire region [2] , a subregion is computed with a smaller complexity by assuming that public and private messages are encoded using codebooks with independent and identically distributed elements. Since different power allocations to public and private messages give rise to different sub-regions, convex hull of all the sub-regions are considered (e.g. through the use of time-sharing). As a specific example, Fig. 6 demonstrates the convex hull of a sub-region computed for power allocations ranging from 0 to 10, i.e. Pu Pw = {0, ..., 10} using Monte Carlo simulation. Gaussian achievable rate region along with the time sharing line is plotted using the formulation given in [2] . Since the actual capacity region is unknown, the outer bound provided in [3] is also shown in the figure. 
IV. EXAMPLES ON LDPC CODE PERFORMANCE OVER GIC
We now provide several examples of LDPC code performance for different Gaussian interference channels. To simplify the exposition, we use symmetric Gaussian interference channels with constant channel gains. Users encode their information bits with identical LDPC codes. Two irregular LDPC codes optimized for point to point AWGN channels [10] , [11] are exploited with rates 0.25 (block length 13298) and 0.5 (block length 10000), respectively. Encoded messages are modulated using BPSK and QPSK constellations. SIC is adopted at the receivers. Due to the symmetry, decoding results are provided for only one of the receivers with the understanding that the other one enjoys the same performance. Three different scenarios are considered. In Scenarios I and II, BPSK and QPSK are used over two strong interference channels. In Scenario III, QPSK is used over a general interference channel. All simulations are performed for 10M information bits. A bit error probability of 10 −4 is considered as reliable transmission, hence we say that the "operating rate pair" is achieved. Table I . Considering BPSK time sharing line and specific operating points in the figures, it is clear that rate pairs achieved cannot be obtained with single user codes along with time sharing (even with infinite block length codes), hence the benefit of the specific coding/decoding schemes adopted in this paper for the interference channel scenario is clear. performance is better than those of (optimal) single user codes with time sharing even with the use of Gaussian alphabets. 3) Scenario III -QPSK over a General Interference Channel: In this scenario QPSK is considered for a general interference channel example where INR is less that SNR. All messages (private and public) are encoded employing identical LDPC codes (N = 10000, R = 0.5) with the distribution given in [10] . Unlike previous scenarios, some of the power is allocated to private messages since all the interference can not be decoded and canceled out at the receivers. Having simulated multiple power allocations and channel parameters for the SNR and INR in Fig. 6 , following parameters resulted in considerably low bit error rates h 11 = 14.11e Table III and suggest that rate pair (2, 2), which is shown in Fig. 6 , is achieved. This indicates that one can do better than single user codes (even with Gaussian alphabets) used with time sharing, and approaching the boundary of the Han-Kobayashi rate region computed for QPSK signaling. In this paper, performance of the explicit LDPC codes are studied for Gaussian interference channels. The main idea is to implement the well known Han-Kobayashi type encoding using practical and implementable channel codes (as opposed to information theoretic random codes). After describing the general idea and providing some examples of rate regions, several specific examples are studied in detail in terms of bit error rates. Namely, two cases over strong interference channels (with BPSK and QPSK signaling) and one scenario with general interference (with QPSK transmission) are considered. It is demonstrated that using the proposed coding strategy, it is possible to achieve rate pairs (with explicit channel codes) not attainable even with optimal single user codes (with time sharing). Furthermore, it is possible to come close to operate "near" the boundary of the Han-Kobayashi rate region using practical LDPC codes. These results are obtained without optimizing the LDPC codes for the interference channel, hence we anticipate even better results with code optimization (which is the subject of further investigation).
